We present a method for a certain class of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) that can relate the optimal policy back to one or more reward sources in the environment. For a given initial state, without fully computing the value function, q-value function, or the optimal policy the algorithm can determine which rewards will and will not be collected, whether a given reward will be collected only once or continuously, and which local maximum within the value function the initial state will ultimately lead to. We demonstrate that the method can be used to map the state space to identify regions that are dominated by one reward source and can fully analyze the state space to explain all actions. We provide a mathematical framework to show how all of this is possible without first computing the optimal policy or value function.
Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a framework for making decisions with broad applications to financial, robotics, operations research and many other domains. If a problem can be formulated as an MDP, various algorithms can be used to solve the MDP resulting in what is known as an optimal policy. An MDP is explainable in the sense that the optimal policy selects an action from a given state that will lead to the highest future expected reward. This understanding is based on Bellman's well known dynamic programming work from [1] . However, beyond that general explanation why the MDP solution chooses a specific action at a specific time is opaque.
MDPs are formulated as the tuple S, A, R, T where S is the state at a given time t, A is the action taken by the agent at time t as a result of the decision process, R is the reward received by the agent as a result of taking the action, and T (s, a, s ′ ) is a transition function that describes the dynamics of the environment and capture the probability p(s ′ |s, a) of transitioning to a state s ′ given the action a taken from state s.
An MDP is said to be deterministic if there is no uncertainty or randomness on the transition between s and s ′ given a; that is, p(s ′ |s, a) = 1.0. The output of an MDP is termed a policy, π, which describes an action a that should be taken at every state s ∈ S. When an MDP is solved completely such that the policy is optimal, it is typically denoted as π * . The optimal policy has the property that it maximizes the expected cumulative reward from any initial starting state. Alternatively, the MDP solution can also be viewed as a value function that describes the value of being at each state, or also as a Q-value function that describes the value of taking a specific action from a given state. Given one representation, it is possible to recover the other representations. We use the notation of V for the value function and V * for the optimal value function. MDPs which contain states which "terminate", meaning that once the state is reached, no further actions are taken. In chess, for example, a terminating state would be checkmate. In other problems there may be no natural terminating state. Such problems are said to be continuous. The reward function R defines the reward that the agent receives for taking action a from state s. Reward functions can be based off only the state, R(s), off the state and action, R(s, a), and occasionally off the resulting next state, R(s, a, s ′ ).
There are many well known methods for solving MDPs exactly including value iteration and policy iteration, which are iterative methods based on the dynamic programming approach proposed by Bellman [1] . These algorithms use a table-based approach to represent the state-action space exactly and iteratively converge to the optimal policy π * and corresponding value function V * . These table-based methods have a well known disadvantage that they quickly become intractable. As the number of states and actions increases in number or dimension, the number of entries in the (multidimensional) table increases exponentially. Many real-world problems quickly exhaust the resources of even high performing computers.
This curse of dimensionality is typically overcome by resorting to various forms of approximation of the optimal value function or optimal policy, some of which also have convergence guarantees or bounds on the error. Other techniques have focused on managing the size of the state space explosion through factorization or through aggregation and tiling.
In [2] In this paper, we examine how the method can be extended to:
1. determine which rewards will and will not be collected 2. whether a given reward will be collected only once or continuously 3. which local maximum within the value function the initial state will ultimately lead to We also show how to create a map of the state space to identify regions that are dominated by one reward source and can fully analyze the state space to explain all actions. We provide a mathematical framework to underpin the claims in this paper.
Despite the limited class of MDPs which can be solved with this method, the method leads to interesting results. If the method can be generalized to a broader class of MDPs, it can perhaps be more broadly applied.
Related Work
Researchers in many fields have long sought interpretable models that humans can understand. For example, in 1976 [4] describes expert systems that provide explanations on medical diagnoses. Examples of the more recent use of the term explainability are [5] and [6] .
The solutions to Markov Decision Processes are commonly understood by many sources [7] [8] [9] [10] 1] , as maximizing the expected (or future) reward. Factored MDPs [11, 12] can be viewed as an attempt to explain a large MDP by dividing it into multiple smaller MDPs, which on balance yields a potentially more understandable MDP. In [13] a similar result is achieved with hierarchical MDPs which operate over subsets of the state space. In contrast, [14] uses an MDP to learn an interpretable set of decisions, which makes the output of the MDP much more understandable without clarifying the internals of the MDP itself.
To the authors knowledge this is the first work that is able to trace the policy directly to the rewards in this fashion.
Review of Key Concepts
See [2] and [3] for more detail, but in summary the key insights were to describe an MDP in terms of a graph, to take advantage of known structure of the MDP, and to utilize discoveries on how the expected reward from multiple reward sources interplay and result in the value function. Memoryless extends Exact by using a computational trick to eliminate the need to represent the value function explicitly and instead represents the value function as a list of peaks that are formed by the reward sources, and then demonstrates how to recover the value function from this list of peaks.
We repeat some key concepts from [2] which will be extended; please refer to the paper for the formal mathematical definitions. Rewards are collected either once or continuously (infinitely) under a given policy. Peaks form in the value function where rewards occur in the state space. Baseline peaks, denoted B, are formed when a single reward source is collected continuously. Combined peaks, denoted Γ, are formed when two or more reward sources are collected together continuously. Delta peaks, denoted ∆, are formed when a single reward source is collected only once along the way to either a baseline or combined peak. Where baseline or combined peaks form, the repeating path that is followed after reaching the goal state for the first time is termed the minimum cycle and represents the path that is followed once the peak is reached. In the proof of Bertram Exact value functions which are composed of one or more of these baseline functions are termed V M and the set of all value functions is between the zero-function V ∅ (s) = 0 is termed V α . It was proven that the optimal value function V * lies both within V M and V π and is the maximum of V M , V π , and V α . The computational trick used in Bertram Memoryless is the realization that the value function V M can be constructed from a given set of baseline functions M ∈ M, which was used in [3] to eliminate the need for storing the value function as a table in memory. Figure 2 : Depiction of the relationship between policy, value function, and optimal solution for V M . Courtesy of [2] .
To construct the value function from the peaks, it was shown in [2] that the value function V M is equal to the maximum value of each of the baselines at each state.
We also bring the readers attention to the following theorem from [2] (omitting the proof): Theorem 1. All rewards R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r N } are collected either once or infinitely under a given policy π. That is, for a given reward r i ∈ R, N k = {1, ∞}, and only rewards falling within a minimum cycle of a local maximum in the value function are collected infinitely.
Thus, wherever a minimum cycle occurs, rewards within that minimum cycle are collected infinitely, and the origin of the minimum cycle is a local maximum within the value function.
Methodology
In this paper, we use this list of peaks and extend the mathematical analysis in [2] to show that baseline functions are sufficient to determine how the rewards will be collected. As in [2, 3] , we restrict our analysis to positive real rewards.
Dominance
First we show the following, which intuitively is the natural result of viewing the optimal policy as a "hill climb" through the value function: Theorem 2. For a fully connected MDP, the optimal policy always leads to a local maximum from every initial state.
Proof. From [2] , it was shown that for a given policy all rewards are collected either once or infinitely, and that if a reward is collected infinitely, it is part of a minimum cycle that is a local maximum of the value function.
If we consider an initial state s i , a set of rewards R = {r 1 , · · · , r N }, and the optimal policy π * , we define the path taken through the state space by following the optimal policy as K = {s (1) , s (2) , · · · , s (k) }, where k represents the k-th step through the state space. Note that for a continuous MDP, this path continues forever. Let us denote the portion of this infinite path which leads to its maximum value as K + ⊂ K|V (K(i)) < V (K(j)), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, ∀j ∈ {i+1, · · · , k}, where we label the maximum i that satisfies the condition as k max . At each step i ∈ {1, · · · , k max } of this path we may either collect a reward r n ∈ R or no reward. If i < k max , then we know by the definition of k max that V (K + (i)) < V (K + (i + 1)) and that reward r n is collected only once (i.e., it is a delta reward). If i = k max , then we know that V (K(i + 1)) ≤ V (K(i)) and we have reached a local maximum in the value function where a minimum cycle must then form. We denote the state at which the local maximum occurs as as s K .
Thus following the optimal policy must necessarily result in a path that leads ultimately to a local maximum in the value function.
This proof also shows why delta peaks can never be local maximums, and that only baseline peaks and combined peaks can be local maximums. Conversely, any baseline peak or combined peak that is selected by Bertram Exact or Memoryless is also a local maximum.
We now define the concept of a dominant peak which, informally, determines the local maximum that the optimal policy will guide an agent to from a given initial state. Definition 1. From an initial state s i , the dominant peak is the peak located at s K where the agent reaches the local maximum s K along the optimal path K + by following the optimal policy π * .
In the case of the two or more peaks that all have equal value at a state s i , they are said to be co-dominant. The optimal policy at these points depends on how the policy extraction algorithm handles the case where multiple actions all lead to states with the same value. Some implementations may deterministically choose, say, the lowest numbered action, while others may select an action randomly among multiple such actions. Note that we only address a deterministic implementation in this paper.
By this definition, we know that we need not consider any delta peaks, as they are by definition collected once and cannot form a local maximum. Given that we know the set of rewards R, and can determine the baseline peaks B and combined peaks Γ, how do we determine which of these candidates are the dominant peak at a given state s i ?
Recall the notation from [2] of the propagation operator P which calculates the value function from a given peak. The formal notation for a baseline peak's value function is
where s b is the state at which reward r b is collected, δ(s, s b ) is the distance from state s to state s b , and φ(s b ) is the minimum cycle distance for the MDP.
The formal notation for a combined peak's value function is defined as:
where s p is the state at which primary reward r p is collected and s s is the state at which secondary reward r s is collected.
To evaluate the discounted future reward of a peak from a state s i , we simply evaluate these value function definitions at s i .
From [2] , we know that the value function formed by any subset M ∈ M of peaks lies within V M and that the value function V M ∈ V M formed by the peaks is determined by:
Thus, at a given state s i ∈ S, the value at the state is the maximum value of all the value functions within M evaluated at state s i . Let us denote the set of peaks that form the value functions in M as P . Let us denote the peak with the maximum value at s i as P max and its value function as M max , and let us define the subset of peaks which does not contain P max as P sub = P \ P max and the corresponding subset of value functions as M sub = M \ M max . Now let us consider any subset of the peaks P that still contains the peak P max , P equiv = {P max , P Proof. Recall our definition of the optimal path K + which describes the "hill climb" that is performed by following the optimal policy from state s i .
Let us denote the dominant peak at s i as P Let us consider what happens as we follow K + when we take one step from s i to a next state s j and decrease the distance to P max by 1, we can say for certain that that the value of our peak V max at s j will increase compared to the value at s i due to the geometric progression of the discount factor:
When we consider the change in the value of the other peak p at s j , we have three cases to consider. The step from s i to s j may:
1. cause the distance to p to increase by 1. In this case, V 
Therefore, our dominant peak remains dominant at s j .
By induction, this continues until we reach the end of K + , which we defined as the maximum of K, where the local maximum lies and the minimum cycle occurs. Therefore, we have proven that if a peak P max is dominant at initial state s i , K + will terminate at the local maximum formed by peak P max .
From this result, we have shown that from a given state s i , we can determine the resulting local maximum we will be drawn to during the "hill climb" when following the optimal policy.
If desired, we can therefore iterate over every state in the state space and determine the dominant peak, and from this information construct a map of the state space that shows the regions of the state space that are attracted to each peak. We will describe this region as the region of dominance for the corresponding dominant peak, and a state is said to lie within a dominated region of a peak. 
Identifying Collected Rewards
Intuitively, we can see that it is only possible to collect rewards that are in the dominated region that the initial state lies within. However, we can do better and determine exactly which rewards will and will not be collected from a given initial state. Theorem 4. Given the dominant peak at a state s i with a value at that state of V dom , any delta peak with a value at s i of V ∆ > V dom will be collected. Conversely, any delta peak with a value at s i of V ∆ < V dom will not be collected. Figure 5 : Illustration of baseline peak (blue), a delta peak (red) that will not be collected, and a delta peak (green) that will be collected.
Proof. In [2] , it was shown that the optimal value function V * ∈ V M and that V * is equal to the element-wise maximum of V M . Let us denote as P * the combination of peaks and the corresponding value functions M * ∈ M that result in the optimal value function V * . Let us assume that at a state s i there exists a dominant peak P dom with a value at s i of V dom , and further assume that a delta peak P ∆ with value at s i of V ∆ such that V ∆ > V dom , and finally that if there are more delta peaks, the delta peak P ∆ is the one which has maximum value among them at s i .
Then, it is clear from the definition of V * that V dom is not the maximum value at s i and that it is in fact V ∆ . This then implies that the delta peak P ∆ is selected and by definition is collected once along the path to the dominant peak, which may cause a divergence of the optimal path from the path that would result in following the dominant peak directly. This represents a case where the cost of diverting away from the direct path to the dominant peak is overcome by the benefit of obtaining the reward from the delta peak.
Similarly, if V ∆ < V dom , then V dom is the maximum value at s i and the delta peak will not be collected along the optimal path. This represents a case where the cost of diverting away from the direct path to the dominant peak is not justified by the collection of the reward.
With this proof, we now have a way to identify which rewards will be collected. Given the list of optimal peaks from the Bertram Memoryless algorithm and an initial state s i , the rewards associated with the peaks listed below are collected as follows. We denote this set of peaks that are collected as P c and the corresponding set of rewards R c as the collected rewards. No other rewards are collected when following the optimal policy from state s i .
1. the dominant peak (which is either a baseline peak or a combined peak) 2. any delta peaks whose value V ∆ > V dom at state s i .
Relative Contribution
We define the relative contribution of a collected peak p ∈ P c through the following procedure.
Definition 2. Given the set of collected peaks P c with a length of k, we must order them in decreasing order by their value as evaluated at state s i , which we will defined as the list P ord also with length k. The maximum value of this list would then be the first element P ord (0) which is equivalent to V * (s i ). We then append to this ordered list a trailing value of 0, denoted as P prepared which then has length k + 1. The difference in value, D, between the peaks is then defined as:
The relative contribution of the collected peaks is then the ratio Di V * (si) , which could then be expressed as a percentage. This percentage can be used to determine how strongly a given collected reward is influencing the optimal policy at state s i , which provides a deeper understanding of the action and improves the explainability of the Markov Decision Process optimal policy. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to explaining why the optimal policy for a Markov Decision Process selects a specific action, relating the action to the degree in which they are driven by various reward sources. This reduces the opaqueness of Markov Decision Processes and can be used to analyze the state space to determine which regions of the state space will be attracted to given local maximums of the value function.
This algorithm is based on the research and methods proposed in [2, 3] and is therefore subject to the same restricted class of Markov Decision Processes. If the methods can be expanded to work on a more general class of MDPs, then the method described in this paper should also be applicable to this more general class of MDPs.
